CHAPTER I

Executive Summary
AN “ON-BOARDING” PROCESS FOR LEADERS AT EVERY LEVEL

Whether you are a veteran CEO taking the reins of your next organization, or a new frontline supervisor, The New Leader’s 100-Day Action Plan will help you manage your leadership transition so you can take charge, build your team, and deliver better results faster than anyone thought possible. This matters because 40 percent of leaders going into new roles fail in their first 18 months. (Yes, 40 percent!)¹

What do these leaders not know or see? What do they not do? Why are they not able to deliver? In most cases, they miss one of the crucial tasks that must be accomplished in their first 100 days. Some don’t understand the impact of their early words and actions and inadvertently send their new colleagues all the wrong messages. Some focus on finding a new strategy, but fail to get buy-in and fail to build trust with their new team. Some do a lot of work without accomplishing the one or two things that their bosses are looking for. No leader wants this to happen.

We have designed this book as an action plan, with a timeline and key milestones you need to reach week-by-week, to set you and
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your team up for success in your first 100 days. These are distilled from insights gleaned from working with clients of our consulting firm, PrimeGenesis, whose sole mission is to coach executives moving into new leadership roles. You will find our clients’ stories throughout this book (masked to preserve confidentiality). We hope you will find this to be a practical handbook that helps you know what you need to know, see what you need to see, and do what you need to do to deliver success quickly and decisively.

Over the years, we have noticed that many new leaders show up for a new role smiling, but without a plan. Neither they, nor their new companies have thought things through in advance. On their first day, they are welcomed by such confidence-building remarks as: “Oh, you’re here. . . . We’d better find you an office.”

. . . Ouch!

Thankfully, some enlightened companies have a better process in place. If you are lucky, you will be associated with a company that actually puts people in charge of preparing for a leader’s transition into a new role. Imagine the difference when a new leader is escorted to an office that is fully set up for her, complete with computer, passwords, phones, files, information, and a 30-day schedule of orientation meetings.

Better. . . . But still not good enough. Even if the company has done this for you in advance, if you have waited until this moment to start, you are already behind, and you have stacked the odds against yourself. We have tested and evolved PrimeGenesis’ on-boarding methodology in many different environments, with all types of leaders. We have found there is a huge difference between the leader who has a plan, hits the ground running, and makes an impact on his first day on the job, and the leader who waits until Day One to start planning. Clients who have used our methods have been able to deliver better results faster. And they’ve reduced the rate of failure of leaders going into new roles fourfold—from the 40 percent we quoted to well under 10 percent.

Here are our three most important recommendations for leaders going into new roles:

1. Take charge of your own “on-boarding” process. It should include discrete steps structured and driven by you over time. (Mirroring the steps in this book.)

2. Get a head start before your first day. Day One is a critical pivot point, and a major opportunity to accelerate progress—
if you can hit the ground running. A little early momentum goes a long way.

3. **Think team.** In the first 100 days, it is essential to put in place the basic building blocks of a high-performing team. You will fail if you try to do everything yourself without the support and buy-in of your team. As a team leader, your own success is inextricably linked to the success of the team as a whole.

Consider the example of the Puritan Foods team at Procter & Gamble, which in six months, accomplished more than anyone thought possible. The new team leader was given a budget to test market Puritan Foods. A budget, but no team. He had to recruit volunteers to work on the project in their spare time. The good news was that this meant that everyone who worked on the project was doing it by choice. Their mandate was to get a set of new products into test market as quickly as possible to learn about those products and their consumers.

The team was comprised of people from product development, finance, sales, market research, and marketing. They identified outside suppliers to create, manufacture, and distribute the products and to manage in-store tests. They rented a townhouse as a base for the team in the test market, established their own sets of communication and decision practices, laid out their plans and timelines. And they went to work, picking up some early wins along the way and adjusting team members’ roles as appropriate.

The result was that they went from "Make it happen" to 12 new products on the shelf in under six months—faster than anybody thought possible at Procter & Gamble at that time. Four of the 12 test products were expanded into successful businesses. Furthermore, what the team learned about health-conscious consumers made a big impact both on the balance of the Puritan business and on other Procter & Gamble businesses. Better than anybody thought possible!

How? Why? In essence, the leader and his team did everything they were supposed to do in the first 100 days. The new leader had a plan for hitting the ground running. He got started working with key people before Day One. And he focused on getting the right people on his team, aligned around one burning imperative throughout. The details of how you can do that fill the rest of this book.
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How to Quickly Build a Highly Effective Team or Organization: The Core Principles

We are going to take you through a step-by-step on-boarding process that can be followed by leaders at every level to deliver better results faster. Paradoxically, the best way to accelerate a transition into a new leadership role is to pause long enough to think through and put an on-boarding plan in place.

Here are the three main conceptual frameworks underpinning the on-boarding plan in this book (Figure 1.1):

1. High-performing teams and organizations are built of people, plans, and practices aligned around a shared purpose.
2. Tactical capacity bridges the gap between strategy and execution, ensuring that a good strategy doesn’t fail because of bad execution.
3. Five building blocks underpin a team’s tactical capacity: a burning imperative, key milestones, early wins, getting the right people in the right roles, and shaping the culture with an ongoing communication plan.
People-Plans-Practices—P³

An organization or a team’s performance is based on aligning its people, plans, and practices around a shared purpose, what we call P³. This involves getting the right people in the right roles, getting clarity around the strategies and action steps included in plans, and getting practices in place that enable people to implement the plans in a systematic and effective way.

Tactical Capacity

Tactical capacity is a team’s ability to work under difficult, changing conditions and translate strategies into tactical actions decisively, rapidly, and effectively. It is the essential bridge between strategy and execution. In contrast to other work groups that move slowly, with much of the direction and most of the decision making coming from the leader, high-performing teams empower each member to come up with and quickly implement critical solutions to the inevitable problems that arise on an ongoing basis. They build on strategy and plans with the right people and practices to implement ever-evolving actions that work.

You have seen this yourself. You have been on teams with members that operate in loosely connected silos, incapable of acting without specific direction from above. They may know the strategy. They may have the resources they need. But any variation or change paralyzes them.

In contrast, a great example of tactical capacity at work was how NASA team members came together during the Apollo 13 crisis. Right from “Houston, we’ve had a problem . . .” the team reacted flexibly and fluidly to a dramatic and unwelcome new reality—a crippling explosion en route, in space. They went beyond their standard operating procedures and what their equipment was “designed to do” to exploring what it “could do.” Through tight, on-the-fly collaboration, the team did in minutes what normally took hours, in hours what normally took days, and in days what normally took months. This was critical to getting the crew home safely.

If you’re lucky, you’ve been on teams where actions and results flow with great ease, where team members know what is really required and support each other in making those things happen. Those teams have tactical capacity.

Here’s a mouthful of jargon, but it’s important: Tactical capacity is built on the alignment of people, plans, and practices around a shared purpose. As the new leader, it’s your job to orchestrate this
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alignment. You must convince key people to turn a shared purpose into a burning imperative and get widespread buy-in for it by communicating constantly with the team and broader organization. A burning imperative is the antidote to silos and departments that don’t cooperate. Tactical capacity is not only about the team being able to respond quickly to changes in external circumstances, it also is about team members working well with each other in support of the team’s burning imperative.

Building Blocks of Tactical Capacity

The good news is that you, as a leader in a new role, can build tactical capacity into your team quickly by implementing five building blocks, each of which is described in its own chapter in this book:

1. Get buy-in for the one burning imperative.
2. Use key milestones to drive team performance.
3. Invest in early wins to build team confidence.
4. Get the right people in the right roles.
5. Shape the team culture with an ongoing communication campaign.

The NASA team dealing with the Apollo 13 crisis got each of these five building blocks in place, allowing it to react with tactical capacity of the highest order:

1. The team’s mission changed from “going to the moon to collect rocks” to the one burning imperative of “get these astronauts home alive.” This was galvanizing enough (as a burning imperative must always be) to transcend all petty issues and focus everyone’s efforts.
2. The team’s milestones were clear: turn the ship around, preserve enough energy to allow a reentry, fix the carbon monoxide problem, survive the earth’s atmosphere, and so on.
3. The carbon monoxide fix kept the astronauts alive temporarily, and was the early win that made the team believe it could get the crew back to earth safely. It gave everyone confidence.
4. Everyone was working with the same end in mind. But they were working in different and essential roles. One group figured
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out how to turn the spaceship around. Another group fixed the carbon monoxide problem. Another dealt with the reentry calculations. And the spare crew did whatever it took. They were all working together, without getting in each other’s way.

5. The culture had been strong. But everyone’s words and actions reinforced the message that “failure is not an option” throughout the rescue mission.

Even though you’re unlikely to jump into a situation as urgent as Apollo 13, in today’s environment, almost all leadership transitions are “hot landings” where you must hit the ground running to have a chance of succeeding. Very often you will need to fix something, fast. Sometimes you and your team may have to react that quickly to changing situations. Sometimes you will have more time to plan. Fortunately, this is the case in most on-boarding situations. You will have at least a few days to create an on-boarding plan—if you get a head start.

The 100-Day Action Plan

Here are the steps in our on-boarding process (and, conveniently, this book’s chapters).

| Part I—Before you accept a new leadership role: SELL yourself first; Do your DUE DILIGENCE |
| Part II—The New Leader’s 100-Day Action Plan |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuzzy Front End</th>
<th>DAY ONE</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>70</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You must start BEFORE Day One</td>
<td>Take Control of DAY ONE</td>
<td>Use key MILESTONES to drive team performance</td>
<td>Get the right people in the right ROLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decide how to ENGAGE the new Culture</td>
<td>Get buy in for the one BURNING IMPERATIVE and create the new strategy</td>
<td>Invest in EARLY WINS to build team confidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shape the team CULTURE with an ongoing communication campaign

Part III—What leaders know: ADJUST to inevitable surprises; AVOID the most common mistakes; BUILD loyalty, trust, and commitment
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An Overview of the 100-Day Action Plan

The New Leader’s 100-Day Action Plan is divided into three parts:

Part I describes things you need to do before you accept a new leadership role.

Part II is the heart of the 100-Day Action Plan. It picks up right after you accept the job and runs through your first 100 days.

Part III adds things you need to keep in mind throughout your first 100 days (and throughout your career as a leader).

Here are the main points, chapter by chapter.

Part I Before You Accept a New Leadership Role

Chapter 2: Sell Yourself First: How to Negotiate for a Leadership Position

You cannot turn down a job you have not been offered. So first put all your energy into getting the job offer. To that end, remember that there are only three real interview questions and be prepared to talk about your (1) strengths, (2) motivation, and (3) fit with the organization and the position. Then, when things get serious, make sure you are negotiating all the important dimensions of the job, well beyond just compensation to role responsibilities and authority.

Chapter 3: Do Your Due Diligence: Make Sure the Job, the Culture, and Your New Boss Fit Your Strengths and Weaknesses

Once you’ve been offered the job, and only after you’ve been offered the job, make sure it is right for you. This involves choosing between options and mitigating organization, role and personal risks by answering three questions:
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1. What is the organization’s sustainable competitive advantage?
2. Who had concerns about the way the role was designed; and what was done to make them feel better about it now?
3. What, specifically about me, led to your offering me the job?

Part II The 100-Day Action Plan

Chapter 4: You Must Start before Day One: Especially with Your Boss and Key Stakeholders

How do you take charge, build your team, and get great results...faster than anyone thought possible? Cheat. Seriously, create time by starting earlier than anyone thought you would. Key steps for this golden time between acceptance and start include:

- Identifying key stakeholders up, across, and down.
- Managing personal set-up.
- Conducting prestart meetings and phone calls.
- Gathering prestart information and learning.
- Planning your first 100 days.

Prestart meetings and phone calls are a great chance to jumpstart relationships and get at learning, expectations, and implementation.

Chapter 5: Decide How to Engage the New Culture: Assimilate, Converge and Evolve, or Shock

Be “choiceful” about how you enter an organization, using an ACES model to determine whether you want to assimilate, converge and evolve, or shock it at the start. You need to make this choice before you walk in the door because it will change your approach to Day One.

Chapter 6: Take Control of Day One: Make a Powerful First Impression

Everything communicates. And, at the start of a new role, all communication is magnified. Thus, it is essential to be particularly
choiceful about everything you do and say and don’t do and don’t say—and in what order and to whom you do or say them. That’s why you, and only you, have to be in control of the first impressions you make on and around Day One.

**Chapter 7: Get Buy-In for the One Burning Imperative and Create the New Strategy (by Day 30)**

The burning imperative is the cornerstone of tactical capacity. Everything pivots off a team’s mission, vision, and values. For this and the new strategy to drive everything everyone actually does every day, they must be truly shared. Get them created and bought into early on—even if they’re only 80 percent right. You and the team will adjust and improve along the way. But don’t let anything distract you from getting this in place and shared.

**Chapter 8: Use Key Milestones to Drive Team Performance (by Day 45)**

The real test of a high-performing team’s tactical capacity lies in the formal and informal practices that are at work across team members. Tactical capacity requires that significant leeway be built into those practices. Use a flexible team-based milestone management practice to build in nuances, insight, monitoring, and collaboration.

**Chapter 9: Invest in Early Wins to Build Team Confidence (by Day 60)**

Early wins are all about credibility and confidence. People have more faith in people who have delivered. You want your boss to have confidence in you. You want team members to have confidence in you and in themselves. Early wins fuel that confidence. To that end, identify potential early wins by day 60 and deliver them by the end of your first six months.

**Chapter 10: Get the Right People in the Right Roles (by Day 70)**

*Support* people who are in the right role and performing well.  
*Move* people who are in the wrong role and performing poorly.
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*Invest* in people in the right role but who are not performing well.

*Evolve* to new roles people in the wrong role and performing well.

**Chapter 11: Shape the Culture with an Ongoing Communication Campaign (throughout Your First 100 Days)**

Map the existing culture and coalitions. Then deploy an all-out, multimedia communication campaign over an extended period to shape and evolve the culture to where it needs to be. Doing this right requires a great deal of effort. The payoff is both huge and lasting.

**Part III What Leaders Know**

**Chapter 12: Adjust to the Inevitable Surprises**

It is essential to monitor the situation over time. Identify and classify surprises’ impacts as major or minor, enduring or temporary, and be ready to react as appropriate. For major, enduring changes, redeploy and/or restart. For major, temporary events, follow the basic flow of prepare—understand—plan—implement—revise/prepare. And manage communication relentlessly.

**Chapter 13: Avoid the Most Common Mistakes**

Avoid stepping on seven common on-boarding landmines:

1. **Organization**: Lack of a winning strategy; or inability to implement that strategy
2. **Role**: Expectations and resources or key stakeholders not aligned
3. **Personal**: Gaps in individual’s strengths, motivation, or fit
4. **Relationship**: Failing to establish/maintain key relationships up, across, or down
5. **Learning**: Situation, customers, collaborators, capabilities, competitors, conditions
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6. Delivery: Failing to build a high-performing team and deliver results fast enough

7. Adjustment: Not seeing or not reacting to situational changes

Chapter 14: Build Loyalty, Trust, and Commitment

Great leaders focus more on their followers than on themselves. The more they sacrifice for the benefit of their followers, the more loyal their followers are to them. Leaders like that are around today. They are easy to spot. They are the ones people are following.

Make This Book Work for You

By now you should understand that there is a better way to manage transitions than just showing up on Day One and doing what “they” tell you to do. Furthermore, there may be a better way for you to tackle this book than just starting on page one and reading straight through until you lose steam. You might want start with the 100-Day Checklist at the end of Chapter 4. You might want to begin with the chapter summaries. Or you may prefer to read straight through. Use the different elements in the way that work best for you. We have designed this as a flexible handbook: practically oriented, with ideas, examples, tools, forms, and checklists in the book, with easily downloadable and printable versions of them online.

The rest of the book will help you put this methodology into practice. As you set out to do that, understand that we have a bias to push you to do things faster than others would expect. This timetable is based on the needs of our clients who typically are in demanding new leadership roles, who need to meet or beat high expectations; but it may not be appropriate for your situation without some customization. We’re going to present you with options and choices. But you’re in charge. We wish you success in your new leadership role. We hope this book will help you and your team deliver better results faster than anyone thought possible!